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The Economy This Week!
A new year awaits us. As we walk through the last days of 2022 let's not forget the high hopes we had

last year at the same time. Nation was coming out of the pains of covid . There was a lot of work to be

done. The economy was broken and many were pushed further into poverty. 

But those in power had other plans and did practically nothing mean while the Ukraine war happened.

The slide to further hardships fastened while the country was fed with half truths and fudged data.

Inflation went out of hand but the RBI  won't explain the reasons to the people. Instead they explained the

fiasco in  a secret letter to the Government. India fared poorly in the World Hunger report and World

Inequality report; Rupee nose dived against the Dollar and the  GDP growth predictions had to be

constantly revised downward. All the while we were asked to be  contained because  the country didn't

fall like Sri Lanka!  

As we walk into the new year next week let's hope for the better. 

 

-Team CFA

When less than 4% of
Indian dollar
millionaires pay
income tax 
Often enough, the Center claims
that demonetization in 2016 raised
tax collections, improved tax
efficiency, and expanded the tax
base. Now RBI MPC member
Ashima Goyal has also joined their
ranks, attributing the “claims” of
rising tax collections in the current
fiscal year to “tax buoyancy”
brought by the demonetization. 
Read more.

The Fiscal Challenges
of the Realization of
Workers’ Rights: Do
They Exist? 
The fiscal challenges of
maintaining a low fiscal deficit are
used to curtail the entitlements of
labour in India. The labour codes
even take away existing rights.
The e-Shram portal has over 28
crore registrations, but no benefits
are available to them. EPF
benefits, including a pension of Rs
3,600 maximum per month, are
not a living pension. Read more.

L&T Finance replaced
SBI as the biggest
renewable energy
financier in 2021:
 Study  
Coal vs Renewables Financial
Analysis 2022 identifies L&T
Finance replacing SBI as
the biggest financier in project
finance for renewable energy in
2021.The 5th edition of Coal vs Re
newable Financial Analysis,
was released at CFA’s annual
 energy finance conference  
Read more.

Pocket Money 
Briefs on what they kept from you 
about your money this week. 

A weekly digest from the National 
Finance team 
Read more.
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